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Jonathan G . Katz, Secretary
Securities and Exchange Commission
450 Fifth Street, NW
Washington, DC 20549-0609
Dear Mr. Katz:
As a 401(k) sponsor with a substantial proportion of plan assets invested in mutual funds, I am deeply
concerned that the SEC's so-called "hard four" proposal unnecessarily and systematically discriminates
against 401(k) investors. I strongly encourage the SEC to adopt an alternative that can effectively address
late trading abuses without these unintended discriminatory effects.
Before a 401(k) participant's trade request is delivered to a mutual fund, significant record keeping and
compliance duties are necessary. The hard four rule would require investment decisions to be made by plan
participants as early as noon. Tliis premature cut-off could have substantial adverse effects on participants
relative to those mutual f w d investcrs who 11013 thex invesimeri~sdirectly through accurlilts at tile mutual
fund By way of example, think back to the collapse of Emon. A 401;k) partkipax ;nvesred in a rnutual
fund with significant exposure to Enron stock learns af 1 p.m. of negative news stories that wi:l clearly and
adversely affect Enron's stock value. The 401(k) partidiymt is forecloses from trading out of the mutual
fund shares on that ciay and will receive tomorrow's price on any order placed followhg that news.
Meanwhile, the investor who holds the same mutual fund shafes but does so through an ackount with the
mutual fund can trade immediately upon learning of the news and will receive that day's price. Plaiuly, neivs
stories and events can move stock values over the course of a single trading day. By substantially
compressing the hours of the 401(k) participants trading day, the hard four close creates a lesser, secondclass of mutual fund investors.
For plan participant requests that involve exchanges between funds, the impact of the hard four close is even
more detrimental and discriminatory. Without fund price information, such requests will have to be executed
over a Zday period, i.e. by sale of shares on Day 1 and a corresponding purchase on Day 2. The resulting
delay in processing caused by the SEC's proposal will unquestionably result in lost earnings for participants
as plan assets are held uninvested.
We recornmend that the SEC consider a viable alternative that can stem illegal trzidmg without sysiematicdly
discriminating 41)l(k) plan participants. \'erif;,able time and date s l a m p technoiogy, coupied with anindependent audit process and SEC inspections of intermediaries, can be used in a manner that does not
unfairly constrain the investment options of 401(k) pxticiymts. hi a rime when miliidns of Amencans'
retirement savings are dependent upon the benefits cf e~nployerkponsored4Ol(k) plans, it would not be in
the best interest of investors to require a "had four" clme. konically, such a regufrition would produce the
results that directly undermine its stated purpose-the creation of a fair and level playing field dmong
investors. Instead, the "hard four" proposal promises to introduce new and substantial ifidqualities by
,;
favoring those who invest directly in mutual funds.
Sincerely,
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